ATTENTION: HOSPITAL REGISTRY staff, REGISTRARS, CLERKS and all takers of NAMES etc....
DID YOU KNOW.......
1. By forcing, coercing, convincing, threatening and all manner of intimidation etc. Mothers and Fathers to REGISTER their children, YOU are, in
FACT, AIDING AND ABETTING all Mothers and Fathers into FRAUD via theirs and your ignorance of the SLAVERY SYSTEM of the CROWN
CORPORATION and are GUILTY as such?
2. That once a child is REGISTERED, the CHILD, by association with that REGISTERED NAME, is assumed and presumed a BOND DEBTOR/SLAVE
and is LEGALLY OWNED by the CROWN CORPORATION if that child ever uses that NAME in acts of COMMERCE/IDENTIFICATION?
3. That because you are, in FACT, also using a CROWN COPYRIGHTED NAME, LEGALLY REGISTERED as such, YOU have "UNCLEAN HANDS" and are
GUILTY of FRAUD by using, affixing, claiming etc. a NAME you BELIEVE to be yours when, in FACT, it isn't and never was yours to use AFTER it was
REGISTERED by YOUR parents?
4. Every REGISTRATION FRAUD you commit knowingly/unknowingly makes you GUILTY of ENTICEMENT INTO SLAVERY, AIDING AND ABETTING
ANOTHER INTO FRAUD etc. and renders an innocent child a DEBTSERVANT/BONDSMAN/SLAVE for the rest of their lives or until this
FRAUDULENT ACT is reversed?
5. By claiming YOUR NAME as yours you are GUILTY of FALSE IMPERSONATION and even more so if you claim any/all TITLES/OFFICES
(MR./MRS./CLERK/HEAD NURSE/REGISTRAR etc.) with any/all IDENTIFICATION that creates JOINDER with the NAME you do NOT own/have any
rights to?
6. Any/All use of IDENTIFICATION created from the BIRTH CERTIFICATE renders any/all users of that CROWN COPYRIGHTED PROPERTY/NAME
guilty of FRAUD/FALSE IMPERSONATION from the instant that NAME is REGISTERED until DEATH/FRAUD REVEALED?
7. A BIRTH CERTIFICATE is, in FACT, a DEATH CERTIFICATE creating a DEAD LEGAL FICTION upon its creation and it renders any/all
users/CLAIMANTS/DEFENDANTS/AFFIANTS etc. GUILTY of FALSE IMPERSONATION and in immediate DISHONOUR in the eyes of ALL CROWN
OWNED AND OPERATED COURTS OF ADMIRALTY (PHOENICIAN LAW MERCHANTS) whereupon any/all FINES/CHARGES/LIENS/LEVIES/PROPERTY
ETC. are automatically under OWNERSHIP of the CROWN CORPORATION where the UNAUTHORISED USER of such NAMES is fully LIABLE?
8. That YOU, are inflicting a lifetime of SERVITUDE upon all children/people YOU REGISTER whereupon a BOND is created, typically in the range
of ONE MILLION dollars, creating the DEBT against the life and PERFORMANCE (BOND) of the one that is REGISTERED and whereupon ALL
MONEY is thereby created?
9. You are an enabler of a SLAVE SYSTEM OF HUMANITY and are GUILTY with every child you REGISTER (to rule, divine feminine creation
translated) whereupon the true G.I.F.T. (Gamete Intra-Fallopian Transfer) given up is the very life essence of the one being REGISTERED where
the GUILT is maximized with any/all coercion, intimidation, threats, deception etc. YOU attempt to enforce REGISTRATION against any/all beings
who do not wish to REGISTER their children?
Look in the mirror and see the criminal that you are, whether you knew this or not but now that you do, you have a choice. You can continue to
commit these CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY for some filthy lucre called money upon which a souls' value is placed or you can begin to heal these
FRAUDS VIA DECEPTIOS by waking up to this very real situation. You, and all people with REGISTERED NAMES are PROPERTY OF THE CROWN
CORPORATION/BONDSERVANT/SERVITUDE SLAVE and it would be in the interest of all parties concerned with the exception of any/all TEMPLE
BAR MEMBERS (BRITISH ACCREDITED REGISTRY) AGENTS OF THE CITY OF LONDON, STATE who are the ones that created and profit from the
SERVITUDE of a system they created and YOU AID AND ABET the FRAUDS to uphold it. You can research these facts for yourself because I know
you will find it difficult to comprehend the magnitude of your crimes every time you REGISTER a child. As a first step, go and try to procure
ANY/ALL GOVERNMENT IDENTIFICATION without a BIRTH CERTIFICATE. Typically, a passport is the best start whereupon all other forms of
IDENTIFICATION need a GOVERNMENT ISSUED I.D. Given that the BIRTH CERTIFICATE is NOT to be used for identification purposes and is, in fact,
a CRIME to do so, you may begin here to ask yourself why? For further information on this please feel free to visit my website
http://kateofgaia.wordpress.com and pop by the "kate's writings" page. Now you know and are fully obligated to act upon truth because to do
otherwise only proves your fraudulent programmed nature. Have a nice day!

